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To realize the extent of the treason committed on January 6, 2021, please watch

this video.

https://t.co/FHmlTwkB5A

And then remember Canadian, especially Albertan, conservatives are moving in

this direction and have been supportive of Trump’s cabal, since the beginning.

In fact many still are openly supportive of the far right even after January 6, 2021.

The violence in this video is disturbing. You’ll witness death chants, a scaffold with noose, a shooting and an officer suffering

intense trauma from being crushed.

What is amazing to me are the videos of people relaxing in their hotels afterwards that are circulating on social media.

How mentally warped must you be to calmly sit down with drinks and bar snacks after attempting a violent coup?

And maybe that’s why Keean Bexte is rushing back to Canada. He was there. In full support of the initiative. Now he’s

desperate to get to Canadian protection from American prison cells for supporting a violent coup in a foreign nation.

Bexte is a fugitive of sorts. His videos, rhetoric and behaviour choices are seriously in question. There is no doubt the FBI

will want to confiscate his recordings. Extradition would make prosecution years away. Huawei’s extradition battle

demonstrates that reality.

How many other Canadians are rushing back to Canada to escape responsibility? We know there are several more than

Bexte.

As the investigation unfolds around the attempted coup, the actual plans are revealed to be meticulously planned and

diabolical in nature.
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Let’s just be glad most of these people are incompetent. It sends chills through my spine pondering an alternate outcome.

People in Calgary and Red Deer were demonstrating in support of the attempted coup.

Canadians better think twice about whether this is possible in Canada. It’s not only possible, it’s already happened. We had

mobs of people demonstrating in the streets of two Canadian cities. In a province ruled by a government in total allegiance

with far right politics.

That they didn’t storm their government buildings is not reassurance that domestic terrorism is not a problem in Canada. In

fact it’s the opposite. It demonstrates how precarious the situation is.

With national and provincial conservative politicians refusing to condemn those responsible for organizing the attempted

coup in the US, or denouncing the violence that was obviously planned as deranged and debased, we precariously wait for

an attack from domestic terrorists.

Terrorists directly in support of Christian nationalist conservative dominance in Canadian politics.

It’s no secret that effigies of Trudeau are hung on a regular basis in some areas of Alberta. Failure to address this behaviour

has provided tacit approval.

The weak response from the local RCMP and provincial government to racially motivated violence this summer during

peaceful demonstrations in support of BLM in both urban and rural locations is indication that violence is being tolerated.

The continuous rhetoric dehumanizing any opposition to UCP policies is provided by MLAs, issues managers and the

premier himself.

It’s a matter of time before this explodes in violent insurrection here in Alberta. It’s no longer a possibility, it’s assured.

The use of stochastic terrorism provides a veil from culpability. UCP politicians and their supporters continue to stoke hatred,

pouring gasoline on dry tinder and tossing lit matches.

Alberta is burgeoning to explode in ideological motivated violence as well.

Kenney and UCP are no different than Trump and Ted Cruz Republicans. The only difference is Kenney is not the leader of

the nation. Only a province.

Are Alberta based miscreants planning attacks on those who seek to hold the UCP responsible for their policy decisions?

That might explain the Sky Palace fortress now inhabited by Kenney. He’s hiding from the electorate. Buyers remorse has

sunk in and most Albertans want to depose this nightmare leadership. Is a mob standing at the ready to defend UCP?

They certainly are. Proud Boys, 3%ers, Sons of Odin, Q’Anon and several Dominionist Christian Church leaders and 

parishioners are demanding Kenney assume total authority. On paper, he already has. 



Why no one wants to acknowledge that is beyond my comprehension.

UCP has given themselves absolute power. Nothing but a General Strike and mass protest is going to stop UCP from selling

off AB natural resources piece by piece during the pandemic.

Coal mining threatens the water source of most of the province.

How is Alberta to remain inhabitable if the source water to all major centres is polluted with toxic chemicals?

And that’s only the beginning. Kenney has big plans to “expand the economy.” And shrink personal taxes through

privatization.

The absolute power to repeal, amend or create legislation enables that objective.

At Christmas, UCP put out a Christmas message alluding to divine support for their agenda.

Many of the domestic terrorists believe they have divine support. So they stormed the Capitol.

Coincidence? No.

It’s similar narratives with similar objectives. To consider it otherwise in the modern political landscape would be extremely

foolish.

Trumpism (which we found out on January 6 is actually just modern fascism) is already alive and flourishing in Canada.

Aided by the weaponization of a global pandemic to immobilize & isolate the public, Canadian conservatives are not only on

the same trajectory as Trump’s traitors, they’re better at hiding it.

Never again is now. Domestic terrorism is already here. Waiting to be put in motion.
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